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Abstract 
Perrin, D., On positive matrices, Theoretical Computer Science 94 (1992) 357-366. 
We relate several results on positive matrices due to Soittola (1976), Handelman (1981, 1987). and 
Lind (1984), giving conditions for the existence of some positive matrix to represent a linear map. 
The result of Soittola concerns finite automata and those of Handelman and Lind concern symbolic 
dynamics. 
Introduction 
The investigation of properties of positive matrices began with the theorem of 
Perron published in 1907, soon completed by Frobenius and now known as the 
Perron-Frobenius theorem. It states a fundamental property of the spectrum and of 
the eigenvalues of such matrices. Since then, several attempts have been made to find 
a converse, in the sense of characterizing abstractly the linear maps that can be 
represented by a nonnegative matrix. One such possibility is to study when an n-tuple 
of complex numbers is the spectrum of a nonnegative real matrix. This problem is still 
unsolved and only partial results are known, either for symmetric matrices (see [l]) or 
up to zero eigenvalues (see [3]). Another direction is to study when a sequence of 
positive numbers is the image under some fixed positive linear form of the orbit of 
a positive vector under the action of a positive matrix. Such sequences have been 
defined and studied in automata theory under the name of positive rational sequences. 
A theorem of Soittola [12] solves the problem just mentioned and characterizes 
positive rational sequences among the sequences satisfying some linear recurrence 
relation. 
We give here a proof of Soittola’s theorem that is, in our view, simpler than the 
original one although it follows the same lines. The main difference is that it uses 
directly matrices instead of rational expressions. Our proof also allows us to clarify 
the relationship between Soittola’s result and other results such as those of 
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Handelman [S, 61 on matrices conjugate to a positive one that address the first 
direction of research mentioned above. We are also able to discuss the connection 
with a theorem of Lind [S], characterizing the entropies of subshifts of finite type. 
The paper is divided into two sections. In the first one, we give our new proof of 
Soittola’s theorem. In the second one, we discuss the relationship with the theorems of 
Handelman and Lind. 
The article is mostly self-contained. As a general reference concerning rational 
sequences, the reader is referred to [2] or [l 11. 
1. On a theorem of Soittola 
A sequence r = (r,),$ ,, of elements of a semiring K is called K-rational if there exists 
a triple (1,M,c) with IEK’ xn, McKnX”, CEK”~’ and n> 1 such that identically 
r,=lM”c (n30). 
Thus, r is K-rational if it is the image under the linear form c of the orbit of 1 under 
the transformation associated with the matrix M. 
When K is a field, a sequence is K-rational iff it satisfies a linear recurrence relation 
r,=qlr,-l+ “‘+qkr,-k (n>k). 
The polynomial 
with k chosen minimal is called the minimul polynomial of the sequence r over K and its 
roots are called the roots qfr. 
Obviously, as a third equivalent definition when K is a field, r is a K-rational series 
iff its generating series 
f*(z)= C rdn 
fl20 
can be written as 
with p,qEK[z] and q(O)= 1. If p and q are relatively prime, then the minimal 
polynomial of r is the reciprocal polynomial of 4 (on rational series and all notions 
handled in this section, see [2] or [l 11). 
When K is not a field, one can show that a sequence r is K-rational iff its generating 
series can be obtained from polynomials with coefficients in K by making use of the 
three operations of sum, (convolution) product and the unary operation of star 
defined when f(0) = 0 by 
.f* = I/(1 -f). 
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Thus, a series is K-rational iff it can be described by an expression using these 
operations. Such an expression is called a K-rational expression. 
Let K be a subfield of R and let 
K+ =(kKlk>O} 
be the semiring of positive elements of K. According to a theorem of Berstel, if r is 
a K +-rational sequence then either its set of roots is empty or the set of roots of 
maximal modulus has the form 
for some positive real number p > 0 and some integer p 2 1 (for a proof, see [2]). The 
converse is a theorem due to Soittola [12] and was also proved independently by 
Katayama et al. [7]. We say that a sequence r = (r,) is a merge of sequences sO, . . , sp_ 1 
if one has identically for 0 < id p - 1 
r pn+iESi,n tn20). 
Equivalently, on generating series, this can be written as 
.f*(4=L-fso(4+zf,(4+ .” +zp-lfs,AM~ -z”). (1.1) 
A polynomial q(z) is said to have a dominating root if it has a real positive root 
c( such that x> I/j’\ for any other root p of q(z). We say that a sequence r =(r,),,, has 
a dominating root if its minimal polynomial does. 
With this terminology the theorem of Berstel asserts that a K-rational sequence is 
a merge of sequences that have a dominating root. The following result transforms 
this property into a characterization. 
Theorem (Soittola [ 121). Let K he a subjield of R. A sequence r =(r,,),> 0 of positive 
numbers is K +-rational @it is a merge of K-rational sequences having a dominating 
root. 
We shall give here a new proof of this result that is substantially more simple than 
the original one [2, 111. It is constructed along the same lines but uses matrices instead 
of rational expressions. 
By (1 .l), r is K + -rational whenever sO, s1 , . . . , sp_ 1 are K +-rational, so we may 
concentrate on a sequence r=(r,), 80 of positive numbers that is K-rational and has 
a dominating root a. We want to prove that r is K +-rational. Let q(z) be the minimal 
polynomial of r over K and let m be the multiplicity of x in q. We write 
q(z)=g(z)h(z)> (1.2) 
where g(z) has CI as a simple root and either h(z)= 1 and m= 1 or h(z) has the 
dominating root c( with multiplicity m- 1. 
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We may, by induction on the multiplicity of CC, suppose that the theorem is true for 
any K-rational sequence with positive coefficients having a minimal polynomial with 
a dominating root of degree m- 1. 
Also, if s =(I-,),~ 1, we have 
J(z) = ro + z&)2 (1.3) 
whence Y is K +-rational if s is K +-rational. By iteration, the sequence r = (r,),a o is 
K + -rational iff s = (r,),ak is. Thus, we may shift the sequences an arbitrary number of 
places, and it is enough to prove that the result of the shift is K+-rational. 
Additionally, for every positive number b 30, the sequence r =(r,),20 is K +- 
rational iff the sequence s = (r,/b”), , o is K +-rational. The effect of this transformation 
on the minimal polynomial of r is the change of z into bz. 
We will transform the sequence r as follows. By (1.1) we may change (r,),30 into 
(rnp)naO. This allows us to suppose that for some arbitrary small E>O and some 
positive number b, the roots 1, rl , . , ak_ 1 of y satisfy 
cc/b > 1 Jo, Icxil/b<c (1 <i<k- 1). 
We then change z into bz, with the effect that the roots of y satisfy 
c( > 1/E, (xi(<c (1 <i<k- 1). 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
It is then easy to see that we have 
with G1,G2,...,Gk>0 and 
gl/cX + &j,/c( + ... + kgk/ak > 0. 
Indeed, we have for 1 d i < k, with Go = - 1, 
and therefore 
Gi=gl+g,+ ... Sgi-1. 
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where u is a symmetric polynomial in c~i,. . , f& _ I . Then 
Gi=cc(l +O(E))+~(E)-1, 
whence the conclusion Gi ~0 when E is chosen small enough. Inequality (1.7) is then 
clearly satisfied since the dominant term on the left-hand side is gi/cr. 
Let now R=(R,J,,>k be the sequence defined by 
R,=r,-glr~_,--..-ggkr,_k. 
If 51 is a simple root ofv, then R,=O for rts k. Otherwise, let y(z)= 1 -giz-- -gkzk 
be the reciprocal polynomial of g. We have 
“Mz)=f,(z)S(z)-w(z), 
where w is a polynomial of degree k- 1. Let m be the multiplicity of c(. We have, in the 
neighbourhood of l/a, 
(z- l/Cl)m-lfR(Z)~(Z- l/X)“_‘f,(z)G(z)-(z- l/cc)“~‘(l/cc)f,(z). 
Since by (1.7) we have $(l/a)>O, the coefficients R, offR(z) are positive for large 
values of n. Up to a possible shift, we may therefore suppose, as a consequence of the 
induction hypothesis, that the sequence (R,) is K +-rational and, hence, that there 
exists a triple (L, M, C) such that 
R n+k=LM”C (n&O). 





Gz 0 1 . . . 
. . 1 
_Gk 0 1 I. (1.10) 
We may suppose, by shifting the indices an appropriate number of places, that 
Sk - i , . . , si 2 0. We verify by induction on n that for n 2 0 
/N”=[LM”ISn+k_l...Sn+lm]. (1.11) 
.z ISOUI lt? ~y8!ay-~e~s vq sapas ~vuo!lw-~ Lur! ‘3oold s,yo~yos 
30 amanbasuo3 E sv ‘1 JO 0 s! sa!~as ~vuo~~w-~ I?30 lqEi!aq-.ws aql ‘uo!]!uyap 6~ 
‘11 %nq!map uo!ssaldxa ~VUO~RJ->I r!30 Iq$aq-.mls 
urnw!u!ur aql s! (>I 01 )Dadsal ~I!M) amanbas [wo!m->I B 30 lyS!!aq-.uqs aqL 
Lq QaAgmpu! pue IyuouA[od e s!J 
uaqM o=(J’)zi icq pauyap (J’)I/ Ia;3alu! aql s! I! ‘L~~eur~od .uo!ssaldxa aql u! s.ws 
palsau 30 laqurnu ~mu!xmu aql s! uo!ssaJdxa pmo!lv~ e 30 ly/i!y.mIs aql ‘sa!Jas ~r?uog 
-el 30 dl!xaldt_uo3 aql sulamo3 waJoaq1 s‘yon!os 30 amanbasuo3 Zu!lsalay_I! uv 
.aaJl aql30 aaGap aql ql!~ .l JO ~00.2 S?u~~w!~op 
aqi ZugelaJ luamauya.I laqvn3 R 30 ,Qyq!ssod aql sassnmp [or] 30 ]Insal u!mu 
aqL ‘$q$aq uayS e it! aaJl e 30 sapou 30 laqmnu aql30 asuanbas 8uye.Iaurnua aql se A 
amanbas aqt Etuya.tdlalu! 30 ICIq!q!ssod E SI? paMa!A aq UBS .) .IolDaA aql uo uo!]!puo~ 
s!qL ‘o.Iazuou J .IolDaA aql 30 sluauodwo3 III? ql!M (.,‘,cy ‘1) ajdy 1! 30 amals!xa 
aql 103 uo!~!puo~ luayygns pur! h2ssaDau e sai\$ ~~o~!os 30 uraloaqi laqlouv 
‘(0 < u) J ,,Jy 1 = u.I 
~r?q~ qms (J ‘m ‘I) aId! B 30 sayadold aql qyM A amanbas 
p?uogm-~ ut? 30 sagladold aql %uga[a~30 ura[qoJd aql ssalppr! iCay1 .[()I] u! palap!s 
-UOD am uoynwuo3 s!ql q$!M pal3auuo3 sa!las [r?uogr?~-~ 30 sayadoId laq$g 
~lo0.r aa?l!sod v 
fiupwy sanuanbas puo!~vr-~j~~ afi.mu v s! I!.$ ~vuoyw~ s! srafialu! a12!1!sodJo anuanbas 
puo~ivr-z t2 ‘snql ‘(N 30 uo!sualxa nolcd B s! + a3, lgql luauralws aqi Aq [ 1 I] pug [z] 
u! passaldxa s! bvadold s!ql) [euo!~e~-~ paapy s! N u! siua!DgaoD q)!M sa!las pmogm 
-+ 0 I! leql LI$uapuadapu! u~oqs aq ~83 $1 Xa!Jas IEUO!~E?.~-+~ e s! J lt?ql sapnlmos 
waloaql aql 5lua!3gao3 JaSalu! wq A alay. IsaJalu! u!r?w 30 asw aql ula3uo3 LaqL 
waloaqi skr?loli!og lnoqe apetu aq u123 leql suogeA.Iasqo 30 Jaqumu e am alaql 
~~~uogw-+ >Is! (“A)=J amanbas aq] leql3oold aql Supn1mo3 
wql (01.1) ~0.13 ~~01103 II mynpu! icq (1 [‘I) saAold s!qL 
.Y+tJs=T-Y+uJ_Y++J,= 
s! iua!Dggao3 * aql30 anjm aql alaqM 
‘C '+UAZ+US'."-Y+US*~I+,~7]=I+uN~ 
ai\vq aiM ‘paapg 
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Fig. 1. The graph associated with the matrix A. 
Fig. 2. An N-rational sequence of star-height 2. 
This can be seen in the proof given above by observing that the matrix A given by 
(1.10) can be represented by Fig. 1 and leads to an expression of star-height 2. 
It is easy to find examples of an N-rational sequence that has star-height exactly 2. 
For example, the sequence defined by r0 = 1, vi = 3 and the recurrence relation 
r n+1=3r,--r,m1 
has g(z) = z2 - 32 - 1 as its minimal polynomial. The application of the proof given 
above leads to the representation 
1=[2 11, A=[; ;]> c=[;], 
whence an expression of star-height 2: 
f,(Z)=(2+zz*)(2z+z2z*)*: 
corresponding to the graph of Fig. 2. 
It is not possible to find an expression of star-height 1 since the polynomial g has 
two positive roots whereas the minimal polynomial of a sequence of star-height one 
has exactly one positive root. 
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A problem that remains open is whether this limitation on the star-height still holds 
in more than one commutative variable. 
2. On a theorem of Handelman 
The proof of Soittola’s theorem presented above mainly relies on finding an 
appropriate basis of a vector space, allowing one to obtain a positive matrix. This is 
strongly related to the following result, proved in [S] (Theorem 2.3). 
Theorem (Handelman [S]). Let A be a matrix with red coefJicients that has an 
eigenvalue CI of multiplicity one such that 
~>lBI 
for any other eigenvalue of A. Then A is conjugute to a matrix B some power of which is 
strictly positive. 
We present here a proof of this result that applies with the additional assumption 
that the matrix A is conjugate to the companion matrix of its characteristic poly- 
nomial. It runs along the same lines as the proof of the preceding section. Let 
g(z)=zk_gglzk~l_..._gk 
be the characteristic polynomial of A. We shall first change A into AP and choose 
a positive number b in such a way that the numbers Gi defined by 
gi=Gi_bGi_1 (1 <idk), 
with Go = - 1, are all strictly positive (see the proof in Section 1, Eqs. (1.4)-(1.8)). 
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